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Abstract. The task of tagging papers with semantic metadata in order to analyze their relatedness represents a good foundation for a paper recommender system. The analysis from this paper extends from previous research in order to create a graph of papers from a specific domain with the purpose of determining each article’s importance within the considered corpus of papers. Moreover, as non-latent representations are powerful when used in conjunction with latent ones, our system retrieves semantically close words, not present in the paper, in order to improve the retrieval of papers. Our previous analyses used the semantic representation of papers in different semantic models with the purpose of creating visual graphs based on the semantic relatedness links between the abstracts. The current analysis takes a step forward by proposing a model that can suggest which papers are of the highest relevance, share similar concepts, and are semantically related with the initial query. Our study is performed using paper abstracts in the field of information technology extracted from the Web of Science citation index. The research includes a use case and its corresponding results by using interactive and exploratory network graph representations.
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1 Introduction

As more and more papers are being published, the need grows for creating a semantic repository with automatically tagged resources facilitating information access. Researchers and learners alike need to stay up-to-date and constantly search for new papers on certain topics as part of their daily activities. Since the daily retrieval of documents from the Internet leads to a data overflow, it is worthwhile to consider new approaches for a more comprehensive analysis of a database of articles.
We propose a model that begins with a corpus of paper abstracts that are automatically tagged and whose results are used for a semantic database for user defined queries. Once a user inputs a query in natural language text, a graphic visual representation of the query and all the related papers is displayed along with a list of related papers ordered by their level of similarity to the input text. In addition, a list of similar topics demonstrating high semantic overlap with the query is provided in order to stimulate the user in his/her research task.

In this paper, we begin by describing related studies that similarly discuss building network graphs for scientific papers. We then describe the methods used to implement the current system as well as a use case, which demonstrates the potential for our system. We conclude by describing possible future improvements.

2 Related Work

Mainstream database software based on keyword matching such as Mendeley or DevonThink can be considered as research paper recommendation systems, whereas more sophisticated approaches already exist [1]. Leaving aside the systems that rely on traditional information retrieval techniques [2], we expose two opposing approaches for analyzing the content of scientific papers: co-citation analysis and semantic analysis. Co-citation analysis [3] is a technique that uses citations between different papers to generate a network graph of all the articles from a domain. Two papers are connected within the graph if they share a common citation, while their corresponding links are weighted by the number of related citations. Different algorithms can be applied to the resulting graph in order to determine citation patterns, as well as central and important articles. There are two main advantages to this method: 1) it is very fast to process because the citations are created by the authors, and 2) it can infer the most important articles from a dataset. However, the method does not consider the semantic content of a paper; hence, the results can be misleading when considering that many citations for the same paper can refer to different parts of it, thus reducing the semantic relevance of each citation link [4]. Nevertheless, this method remains a benchmark for the analysis of articles within particular domains as it is widely used in scientometric analyses [5].

Latent Semantic Indexing [6] creates a semantic representation of words and concepts by establishing associations between terms that co-occur in similar contexts. Based on an initial training corpora consisting of texts collections, patterns are captured as relationships between terms and concepts contained in similar documents. Therefore, starting from a term-document matrix, a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is applied in order to reduce the dimensionality of the representation. Within the resulting vector space, semantic relatedness is measured through cosine similarity between the vector representations of both words and documents. We take this approach even further when semantic similarity is computed within our system as an aggregated cohesion score [7] based on Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [8] cosine similarity, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [9] Jensen-Shannon dissimilarity of topic distributions, and WordNet semantic distances [10].
3 The Implemented Paper Recommendation System

Our aim here was to extend on the semantic views described in [11] and to create a paper recommender system that enables users to define queries in natural language and retrieve the most relevant papers. This extended model detects the most similar papers within the dataset, based on semantic cohesion, that resemble the input query [7]. In addition, we introduce the idea of generating highly cohesive concepts to the initial query by considering the most relevant keywords from other documents that have the highest semantic relatedness to the input text, a query expansion technique.

In terms of technical implementation, the paper recommendation system relies on ReaderBench [7, 12], an advanced text processing tool that has many components including a text processing module that creates a layered cohesion graph used as an underlying discourse structure. ReaderBench represents a good starting point as it already has a fully functioning natural language processing pipeline [7, 13] and multiple integrated semantic models covering LSA vector spaces [8], LDA topic distributions [9], and WordNet semantic distances [10], as well as specific Social Network Analysis tools and metrics used for visualization [14].

When a user enters a query in natural language, the input text undergoes the same pipeline as general documents: text preprocessing and cleaning, lemmatization, part of speech tagging, syntactic dependency analysis, and topics extraction [7, 13]. After the input query is represented as semantic vectors in LSA and LDA models, its semantic similarity with each document from the dataset is computed. The resulting cohesion scores are used as measures for creating the links within the interactive and explorative displayed graph (see Figure 1).

Furthermore, in order to stimulate the learner's creativity in terms of query generation, the system also includes a module that extracts the most important topics of semantically related documents from the dataset (not present in the initial query) and computes the semantic distances between them and the input text.

4 Use Case

In order to demonstrate the adequacy of the proposed methods, a query example and its corresponding results are described in this section. The database of documents used in the experiments consists of article abstracts published between the years 2000 and 2004 from the Web of Science citation index for the Education and Educational Research [15] domain. From all these abstracts, a subset of 500 papers containing one of the following keywords: “IT”, “technology” or “computer science” was extracted. In the present example, a user inputs the text “electronic learning and information technology”, with the intention of finding papers that are about informational systems within the educational sciences domain. Figure 1 depicts a sub-graph with the most semantically related articles for an imposed semantic similarity threshold of 60%.
The three most similar documents from the dataset are “Trajectories and tensions in the theory of information and communication technology in education”, “Information technology and education in the information age” and “An interactive dynamic model for integrating knowledge management methods and knowledge sharing technology in a traditional classroom”. In contrast to traditional information retrieval systems that focus on identifying the occurrences of each query concept within the retrieved documents and weighting their underlying frequencies, we rely on the similarity of the semantic contexts. This provides a more exploratory approach based on the overall similarity between the query and document representations within each semantic model.
The results of our use case scenario are in the same semantic context as the query and are good indicators that the methods used inside the recommender system can provide reliable and semantically relevant outputs. Moreover, the model recommends additional search terms for the current example such as “learner”, “teacher”, “science”, “curriculum”, “research”, “process”, and “development” (see Figure 2), which are clearly relevant inferred concepts for the query at hand.

In addition, we emphasize a major benefit of our method, derived from the use of semantic models for representing each document and the input query. The central concepts from the query become self-emergent as more text is presented and as the semantic context is more clearly specified. In contrast to traditional information retrieval systems in which the user needs to be specific while defining the keywords of the query, this system enables a refined search of semantically related documents and of similar concepts. Therefore, natural language queries describing the context in detail are encouraged in contrast to simple, keyword centered inputs.

5 Conclusions

While publications appear online at an increasing rate, our paper recommendation model can have a beneficial impact for anyone interested in the study of a specific subject or domain and can support the research communities in their endeavors. Moreover, users can further refine their searches by checking various related articles containing keywords that they may not have initially thought of. Therefore, through successive iterations using our recommendation system, the user can become more productive by exploring semantically related articles with diverse underlying concepts. In contrast to information retrieval systems centered on keywords identification, the integrated semantic representations provide a broader view of similar contexts, which in turn have the potential to stimulate creativity.

For future developments, we consider it appropriate to create a topics time-modeling system that generates a temporal view for the evolution of the most relevant paper concepts for a given timeframe and the articles’ theme. As a drawback, the current model provides timely responses for hundreds or thousands of papers, but does not scale well with a large database of papers because an iterative search is performed throughout all potential documents. Therefore, further system performance enhancements are envisioned by considering clusters of similar papers as well as the implementation a hierarchical search.
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